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Happy 100th day to Mrs Giovanetti and the 2019 Foundation class!
We are so proud of the learning you have done and your fantastic achievements in our learning
community so far!
To infinity and beyond!
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STAR OF THE WEEK
INDIGO RUSSELL
Indigo is a kind and caring member of our school community who always
does her best. She works hard to reach her learning goals and helps
others to do their best when she can. We are proud to have you in our
learning community, Indigo. You are a STAR!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Prep

Chloe Desmond for her great work during Maths this week. Chloe you asked
many members of your class 'Do you like butterflies?'. Then accurately
recorded the 'yes' or 'no' answers in the correct columns and compared and
shared the results. Well done Mathematician, Chloe!

1/2A

Harriet Brady for her determination in everything she does. Harriet is a
willing learner who is always seeking ways to improve her learning. This week
she was so focused on her Writing that she produced an amazing information
report on tiger cubs, using paragraphs to separate her information. Keep up
the awesome learning, Haz!

2/3A

Ivy Miljkovic for the terrific work that she has been doing in her Reading
Journal. Ivy has been summarising narratives, recording literacy elements
(characters, setting, problem and solution) and writing down new learnings.
What a fantastic effort, Ivy!

3/4A

Laylah Seamer in recognition of Laylah's courage and resilience. Laylah has
settled in to her classroom so well. She has adapted to her new surroundings
and takes everything in her stride. Well done, Laylah!

4/5A

Shanni Rolfe for her growth in understanding Fractions. Every new skill you
learn and every improvement you make, is because you try your best and have
an 'I can do it' attitude. We are so proud of you, Shanni!

Art

Zoe Mullins for creating some outstanding portraits in Art lessons, then going
the extra mile and drawing faces in your spare time at home. Zoe, the detail
you are adding, such as tone, shadow, and fine lines are making your portraits
look so realistic! You are also developing and using 'arts language' to express
your thoughts about your artworks. Wonderful work!

Drama

Jed Birkner for co-creating an excellent mini-series in Drama, about the
adventures of a humorous doctor. Jed, you work so collaboratively with your
group members in Drama, providing excellent performance suggestions. Your
performances are always engaging and theatrical. Outstanding work!

Japanese

Charlotte Lloyd had accurately read some Japanese words on the whiteboard
and has made the whole class amazed! Great job, Charlotte!!
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Resilience
Weathering the tough times is an important skill to have for life. Shaking things off and
moving on is crucial if we are going to manage day to day issues as an adult.
As parents we need to show that we can do the same by facing problems and issues with a calm
and controlled manner and being considerate of the feelings of others.
When we talk to our children at the end of the day, we need to focus on positives rather than
expecting the negatives. Children learn what we expect of them and what draws the most
attention. If there is greater attention drawn to negative comments, this is what you are likely
to get, even if the child needs to make things up.
Being resilient is not about feeling better or having fewer emotional reactions. It’s about
managing and responding to emotions in a healthy and positive way. You and other adults in
your child’s life play a role in helping children articulate, respond to and manage emotions.
It's important to remember the following:
Improving children’s resilience is not about helping them feel less. It’s about helping children to
manage their feelings in a healthy way.
Children with a sensitive temperament can be just as resilient as any other child.
Children respond to ‘difficult events’ in different ways and may need different types of support.
Help them to regulate their emotions.
Help your child to recognise and regulate their emotions by developing healthy thinking habits
such as through positive self-talk, self-compassion, a sense of optimism and a positive attitude.
Difficult times are a part of life!
Help your child to realise that difficult times are a part of life, that they’ll pass and that things
will get better. You might be able to help your child with this by talking about how you, people
you know, or even famous people have gone through difficult times. Perhaps use role-plays
and have discussions to practice how to handle difficult situations.
Focus on autonomy and responsibility
Autonomy and responsibility play an important role in building children’s resilience. You can
encourage your children to take on responsibilities and develop a sense of autonomy.
It’s important to remember that as parents, it’s natural for us to want to protect our children
from negative experiences, but it’s important not to shield them completely from life’s
challenges. Working through difficulties and problems – with adult support as required – will
give your child a chance to learn about themselves, develop resilience, and grow as a person.
For further information and support, go to Beyond Blue, Healthy Families.
https://healthyfamilies.beyondblue.org.au/
If you have any issues or concerns about resilience at school, your child’s teacher is the best
person to chat to.
Have a great weekend,
Vicky
I will be on leave from August 6 to August 19th. Naomi Davies will be Principal in my absence.

Focus on Grades 5 and 6
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We are now into Week 3 and the Grade 5/6 students are really busy
working on Social Justice issues in MAPPEN, predominantly focusing on
Children’s Rights. Our eyes have been opened to the plight of children
living in poverty in Third World Countries. There are many organisations
worldwide who assist families with education, food and money.
The Grade 6 Peer Support Program is going well with
the leaders running their small groups with the help
of the Grade 5 students. The focus this term is on
Friendship and how to make new friends in school
and in the community.
Every Friday, the Grade 5 students are doing activities with the Foundation students in the
Buddy program. This program aims to connect our students and to be role models for the
junior students. Maths activities and reading together have been the main focus this term.
We also enjoy lunch outside.
Mindfulness activities help us to remove stress and focus on the
present through controlled breathing. We use the breathing as an
anchor if we get distracted, to pull ourselves back into a calm and
relaxed state.
Everyone is keen to participate in the Lions Club Speaking Competition
later in the year. Our topic is around a character from a book we have
enjoyed and we are to take on the role of this person and speak about
their life. Some of the students may choose to dress up in character to
authenticate their oral presentation.
-Grade 5/6A

Parents’ Group Fundraiser
FOOTY-A-THON day is back! Monday 19th August
In the lead up to footy finals we will have our hugely popular
Footy-a-thon day! Lots of fun with the footy club parade, football drills,
handball and kicking competitions and a sausage sizzle.
Sponsorship forms have been sent home, so start collecting sponsors for how
many laps you can run or walk. Lots of great prizes to be won!
Wear your AFL footy gear or just the colours of your favourite team. Everyone who
dresses up goes in the draw to win a prize.

School and Community News
Sentral
Have you registered with Sentral? Sentral is the e-platform we use which provides you with
access to your child’s reports & other academic information. It also gives you online access
to many school resources including our calendar and newsletter. We use Sentral to
communicate reminders about upcoming activities or update you when the newsletter is
available online.
You can access Sentral on any device using a web browser or as an app for your phone,
available for both Apple and Android phones.
All of our families need to register and access Sentral. If you haven’t already registered and
logged on, please touch base with us and we can help you set it up. Naomi is more than
happy to help you setup the app. It is relatively easy and doesn’t take long!
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